
BUSINESS PLAN MARKETING STRATEGY SECTION

Pricing strategy, sales plan, marketing strategies - learn how to put together a complete marketing plan for your products
and services.

Is family size a major issue in the purchase of your product? Hence research is critical. In a one stage
distribution channel, it goes from manufacturer to retailer to consumer. This supplier will provide website
development for the www. Your market research should focus on the information you need, to help you to
formulate strategy and make business decisions. How many unit sales and dollar sales will your promotions
generate? Most business plans are in effect sales plans or marketing plans or departmental plans, which form
the main bias of this guide. References 5. Will you offer coupons? Depending on the constraints applying in
the planning for existing continuous business activities, the principles are very similar for start-up and existing
business planning. How will the product be packaged? Marketing and sales plans, which specify the nature
and timing of promotional and other advertising activities that will support specific sales targets. Potential for
Profit: The potential for profit in this segment is very high. And so on. Some projects are very substantial and
equate to an autonomous independent business activity, in which case a business plan is entirely appropriate.
Significance Business-plan marketing strategy should include at least a three-year sales forecast for your
company. Decide which types of advertising media you will use to market your products, such as direct mail
or radio advertising. Do you plan to offer credit terms to your customers? How will you assess whether you're
getting your money's worth from the radio spots? Advertising and Promotion Plan Essentially the Advertising
and Promotion section of the marketing plan describes how you're going to deliver your Unique Selling
Proposition to your prospective customers. Weaknesses â€” Currently, the founders of CSG all have full-time
positions in consulting, business development or marketing strategy. Examples of marketing collateral include
business cards, brochures and fact sheets. The environment is well suited for the Cambridge Strategy Group.
Experts suggest that three segmentation variables may be used to help entrepreneurs define or predict who
their customers will be, namely; Demographics, Geographics, and Phychographics. Who Will Buy From You?
You'll find it useful to keep in mind the 4 Ps of marketing product, price, promotion and place as you define
the scope of your marketing strategy. That is, your direct competition. Spend some time thinking about and
investigating both types before you craft your vision for your store. Below depicts examples of Demographic
Segmentation Variables.


